INTEGRATION AND PAYMENT SECURITY CLOUD PLATFORM

Delego Core
Best-in-class integrated
payments solution for
SAP merchants

Winning businesses know that saving time and money
is essential to be able to grow, compete and succeed.
Partnering with Delego integrates your e-payment
ecosystem with SAP, automates your order-to-cash
process, and secures the enterprise against cardholder
data breaches allowing you to focus on what matters;
growing your business.
Delego Core provides a unified platform to facilitate
e-payment acceptance, SAP integration, and data
security.

Delego Core
KEY FEATURES

CLOUD BENEFITS

SAP integration
Managing disparate systems, time-consuming reconciliation, and
risk of manual error are common challenges when your SAP
order-to-cash, accounts receivable, and collections processes are
not integrated into your e-payments ecosystem. Delego’s
integrated payment solution leverages SAP as the system-of-record
allowing you to manage critical payment functions like
authorization, settlement, and reconciliation directly into SAP.

Ease of deployment

Delego Core implementation can be completed in
eight weeks or less, requiring minimal customer IT and
testing resources.

New features

Get access to all the latest improvements and product
advances the moment they are available to grow your
business.

Cost

Predictable monthly SaaS pricing allows for simple
budgeting and provides significant TCO savings.

Tokenization
With data breaches on the rise, the benefits of tokenization quickly
become evident. As a PCI Level 1 Service Provider, Delego tokenizes
cardholder data from inception, allowing you never to process,
transmit or store unsecured card data, reducing and streamlining
your PCI compliance scope. Delego tokens are processor-neutral
and can be used for recurring transactions.

Security

Delego ensures payment card data never enters your
SAP systems, eliminating the exposure of card data in
the event of a data breach.

PCI compliance

Leverage our PCI DSS Level 1 Attestation of
Compliance and use an SAQ-A with less than 30 audit
controls.

Data sovereignty

Delego Secure for SAP
Delego Secure for SAP intercepts sensitive card data before it enters
your enterprise system or applications, and replaces it with a secure
token. An ‘Enter Card’ button on your order entry screen is utilized
to launch our secure IFrame. The credit card data is entered,
tokenized, stored in the Delego cloud, and returns a token to your
SAP system keeping your SAP environment out of PCI scope.

Secure and store data in any of the nine global data
centers, minimizing EU data privacy and GDPR
compliance burdens.

Support

Delego proactively monitors your systems for
high-availability. In the unlikely event of a service
disruption, our support team is alerted and available
24/7 to ensure prompt resolution.

Scale

Analytics and reporting
Delego Core allows you to view transactional activity across
multiple processors, providing a consolidated view of your
e-payments ecosystem. Our flexible reporting allows us to slice
and dice the information in a customized way to meet your
reporting needs.

Infinitely scale as your business grows without
operational and infrastructure expenditures.

Disaster recovery

Delego provides automatic fail-over without
interruption utilizing Amazon Web Services three-way
continuous availability model with distinct availability
zones.

